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NSDZ

The diffusers NSDZ are intended to use in low- and 
medium-pressure ventilation systems. They allow for 
obtaining the swirl air flow and are especially 
recommended to use in spaces with height from 3m up 
to 12m, where heating and cooling is performed by the 
ventilation system and where the exact setting of supply 
air final velocity to occupied zone is important.

Swirl diffusers
with adjustable air control blades

Swirl diffuser NSDZ
with manual or electric actuator adjustment of 
the blades 
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Material and finish

Swirl diffuser NSDZ

Diffusers NSDZ are equipped with integrated blade system adjusted manually or electric actuator. The diffuser 
body is made of steel.  Whole diffuser is powder coated to white RAL 9010 color. Powder coating  to different RAL 
color is possible on request.

Blade adjustment

Manual adjustment R- the adjustment is done by setting the integrated blade system with use of lever, placed on 
the external side of the diffuser body.
Electric actuator adjustment S - the adjustment is done with use of Belimo electric actuator operating in 
continuous setting mode, powered with 24V AC/DC or 230V AC.  It is possible to obtain any blade setting.

Installation method

Diffusers may be installed to the plenum box or ventilation duct with use of screws ö5 located within the 125mm 
intervals. On special request, the diffuser may be equipped with special flange connection.

Air distribution method while heating or cooling

It is recommended to adjust  the maximum blade angle of 75° for supplying the warm air (heating). In case of 
supplying the cold air (cooling) it is recommended to adjust the minimum blade angle of 20°.

Sizes, effective areas

Air supply 
heating

Air supply 
cooling

Plenum box 
with side connection “b”

Plenum box 
with top connection “g”

[mm] [mm] [mm] 2[m ]
315 465 225 0,039
400 580 240 0,062
500 680 305 0,098
630 880 350 0,141

Size of the diffuser NSDZ

øD øD1 øDH A     eff

[mm] [mm] [mm]
315 415 311 248
400 500 396 313
500 600 496 313
630 730 626 398

Size of plenum box for NSDZ

C Hb Hg

[mm]
300
365
365
450

[mm]
208
250
300
365

[mm]

øDn ød
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Selection of NSDZ

Designation:
3V  [m /h] volumetric air flowt

A, B [m] distances between diffusers
H  [m] height from ceiling to occupied zone1

V  [m/s] air flow velocity at height Hh1 1

L [m] air flow range
V  [m/s] air flow velocity at distance LL

t  [Ê] temperature difference  between supply air and exhaust air in the spaceZ

t  [Ê] temperature difference  between the air in the space and supply air at the distance L L

where: L = A/2 +H  1

or  L = B/2 +H  1

or L = X +H  1

p [Ðà] local pressure drop
L  [dB ] sound power levelw (A)

V  [m/s] effective air flow velocityeff
2A  [m ] effective area of the diffusereff

D

D

D
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Selection of NSDZ

Maximum supply air stream range Air flow velocity depending on the air stream range in direction A, B (B >= 5,0).
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Selection of NSDZ

SizeSize

SizeSize

Note: Diagrams refer to the isothermal air supply from the diffuser suspended freely.  

Installation in suspended ceiling coefficient for
for
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Selection of NSDZ

Air flow velocity depending on the air stream range in direction H

Selection of NSDZ

Diagram of pressure drop and sound power level 

Note: Diagrams refer to the isothermal air supply from the diffuser suspended freely.  

Installation in suspended ceiling coefficient for
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Selection of NSDZ
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Accessories and order code of diffuser NSDZ

While ordering, please provide the information using the following method:

NSDZ - <S  - R  - SL RAL  / ADD>
Where: 
<S> - diffuser size:  315, 400, 500, 630
<R> - blade adjustment method:*

R – manual adjustment
S – electric actuator adjustment***

SL - finish: powder coated steel
<RAL> - RAL color*
<ADD> - additional accessories shall be specified here, according to the list below:

Accessories**
Plenum box according to the configuration as follows:
<SR><I>-<H>-<K><D><R> 
<I> - insulation:

None – no insulation
t – insulated

<H> - height of the plenum box in mm*
<K> - connector position:

b = side
g = top

<D> - diameter of the connector in mm*
<R> - damper in the connector: 

None- no damper,
P – damper with adjustment outside the plenum box

*optional values - default values will be used if optional values are not specified
** more information about accessories on page with accessories
*** please specify the supply voltage of the actuator: 24V AC/DC or 230V AC

Order example:
NSDZ – 315 – S – SL9010 / SRt – 280 – b250P (24V AC/DC)

> < > < > <
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